EVERYDAY CURRENT AFFAIRS – DECEMBER 13, 2021
-

NATIONAL

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi – to inaugurate the Phase 1 of the Kashi
Vishwanath Dham Corridor, constructed at a cost of around ₹339 crore, on
December 13
 The guest list includes 3,000 seers and priests, besides UP CM Yogi Adityanath
and his counterparts from several BJP-governed states.
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 Kashi Vishwanath Dham was conceptualised as a project to create an easily
accessible pathway to connect ancient Kashi Vishwanath Temple to the banks of
the River Ganga.
 The ₹900-crore project includes a 400-metre-long and 75-metre-wide corridor
connecting the Kashi Vishwanath temple with the three main ghats along the
Ganga.
 The project is now spread over a massive area of about 5 lakh square feet,
whereas earlier premises was limited to just around 3000 square feet.
 The corridor, said to be the PM’s dream project, has been built over an area of
5,000 hectares
 More than 40 ancient temples were rediscovered during the work on the project
 According to the PM, the whole new complex of Baba Vishwanath Dham is not
just a grand building, but also a symbol of the Sanatan culture of India
 The Prime Minister, who is on a two-day visit to his Lok Sabha constituency
Varanasi, offered prayers at the Kashi Vishwanath Temple and planted a
Rudraksha tree at the premises of the temple
 The foundation stone of the project was laid by the Prime Minister on 8th March
2019
 PM Modi’s personal Twitter account - was hacked for a brief period early on
December 12

 Following the incident, Centre’s cyber security wing CERT-In ordered a high-level
inquiry into the incident.
 A similar breach occurred in September last year when an account linked to the
PM’s personal website was compromised.
 In the latest incident, the hackers’ tweet on the PM’s Twitter said that India has
“officially adopted bitcoin as legal tender”.
 The Centre wrote to Twitter about the incident and asked users to ignore the
tweet
 PM’s Twitter handle linked to his website ‘@narendramodi_in’ has more than 73.4
million followers
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 In the incident that occurred on September 3 last year, the verified Twitter account
of the PM was hacked seeking funds for Covid-19 relief efforts through bitcoins.
 The account though was restored within an hour and the malicious tweets
deleted.
 The hackers had identified themselves as ‘John Wick’ (a Hollywood action thriller)
and were based out of Korea.

SPORTS
 Red Bull’s Max Verstappen - won his first Formula One World
Championship title in season-ending Abu Dhabi on December 12
 He overtook Britain’s Lewis Hamilton, the reigning World Champion of Mercedes,
with a pass on the final lap (57)
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 Ferrari's Carlos Sainz finished 3rd to bag another podium finish
 With the loss, seven-time world champion Hamilton could not overtake Michael
Schumacher
 The two – Hamilton and Verstappen - combined for 18 of the victories, with
Verstappen winning 10 times — equaling the number of wins scored over his first
six seasons in F1
 Red Bull won its first F1 title since 2013, while Mercedes had won every
championship since
 With the win, Verstappen finished the season on 395.5 points, while Hamilton
finished second on 387.5.
 This is the Dutch racer’s seventh season in F1 at the age of 24 and Verstappen
became the first from his country to win the title.
 Verstappen is the youngest driver to compete in Formula One at 2015 Australian
Grand Prix at the age of 17.
 Verstappen, son of former F1 driver Jos Verstappen, is the 34th Formula One
World Drivers’ Champion
 Verstappen’s title success makes him Red Bull’s first drivers’ champion since
Sebastian Vettel’s run of four successive championship triumphs was ended in
2014.
 It also handed engine supplier Honda, leaving the sport after this race, their first
drivers’ title since 1989 and their first since their return to the sport in 2015.
 Mercedes clinched an eighth straight constructors’ championship but their streak
of seven successive title doubles came to an end.
 This is the first time since 1974 that title rivals began the final race with identical
points
 India - ended the Asian Rowing Championship with two gold and four silver
medals on December 12
 On the last day, Senior rower Arvind Singh bagged a gold in the lightweight men’s
single sculls event
 India finished the tournament with three more silver medals –– in the men’s
lightweight double sculls, men’s quadruple sculls and in men’s coxless four
events.
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TAMILNADU’S TOP COMPANIES – A REPORT
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